Request all services through the my.FS Portal. For additional information or assistance, contact the Service Office at 217-333-0340.
Proper lighting is important to every location on campus. Whether it is a classroom, lab, hallway, stairwell or building entrance, space can’t achieve maximum functionality and safety without the proper lighting. Facilities & Services Laborer-Electricians serve all those campus lighting needs.

The Laborer-Electricians check and replace lamps in campus buildings on a daily basis. As part of a preventive maintenance program, another crew is out every day cleaning lighting fixtures in public areas.

Departmental areas can take advantage of Laborer-Electrician lamp replacement and fixture cleaning services. Lighting evaluations and service estimates are available.

The Laborer-Electricians offer lamp and ballast recycling for a minimal fee. Fluorescent lamps and any other lamps containing mercury are accepted per EPA guidelines.